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Abstmct The analysis of asymptotic behaviour of stochastic approximation procedures rests 
heavily on the use of martingale limit theory, although explicit recognition of this situation is 
notable for its absence in the literature. This point is emphasized and in illustration a martingale 
iterated logarithm result is used to obtain strong convergence r sults of iterated logarithrn type 
for the basic Robbins-Monro and Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedures. 
1. Introduction 
In work on limit behaviour for stochastic approximation schemes of 
Robbins-Monro or Kiefer-Wolfowitz type, the use of martingale limit 
theory is implicit. Standard practice is to iterate the approximation pro- 
cedure and obtain as the end product a martingale plus other terms 
which are asymptotically negligible. The asymptotic behaviour is then 
obtained from suitable martingale results. Explicit reference to the use 
of martingale limit theory appears, however, to be largely absent from 
the literature. For a bibliography up to and including 1967 see [ 71. It is 
the purpose of this paper to draw explicit attention to the use of m 
gale limit theory in this context and to illustrate its application by ob- 
taining iterated logarithm results 
Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedures via 
gales. Similar 
schemes (e.g. 
ditions that need to be impos 
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where 
3x,) = q&K,) - MX,) 
and lim,,,, IV(&) = Q a.s. Clearly 
{Z(XJ I Xn, . . . . Xl} = 0 a.s. 
so that the Z(&) are martingale differences. 
WC shall make the following assumptions (A 1) - (A4) about M(x) 
and Z(x): 
lim sup f&gl) = 1 as., 1i.m inf f&n) = - 1 QJ. 
PI*” g/300 
3, The Kiefcr-Wolfowitz procedure 
For the Kiefer-Wofftjwitz (K-W) scheme, again we have as the ob- 
servable arandom variable Y(X) having a distribution depending on the 
level x’ at which the observation ismade. Here 
E( Y(x)) = M(x) , 
has a unique max mum at x = 0. The scheme for fin 
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6 operates as follows. Let {a,), (c,) be two sequences of positive num- 
Starting with an initial guess X,, successive observations Y,(Xr + c,), 
Yr(Xr - cr) are taken for levels determined frcam the recursion formula 
X n+l =Xn - a, c;l{ Yn(Xn - cn) - Y&f, + c,)) o (3.2) 
Here Yn(Xn f cn) is a random variable whose conditional distribution, 
givenXr =x1, .*“, Xn = x,, is the same as the distribution of Y(xm f: c,). 
For this scheme, and under the additional conditions (Bl) below and 
sup, {var 1(x)) < =, Xn converges a.s. to 8 via t% convergence r sults 
of [l, p. 511. 
To see the relevance of martingale limit theory here, we again use 
Z(x) =: Y(x) - M(x) and rewrite (3.2) as 
X n+1 “xn -a, c;'(Mn +z,>, 
where 
M,=M(X, -q--(X, +c,), zn =Z(Xn - CJ -z(X~"C$ 
Then (2,) is a sequence of martingale differences while M, -+ 0 a.s. as 
n-,00. 
We shall _ ,tlake the following assumptions (B 1) -(B5). 
(B 1) M is a Borel-measurable function, has a unique maximum at 
x=0 and,forallO< to< 
In addition, for all x and suitable: positive constants B,, D2, ’ 
IM(x + I)-M(x)W+ +D2 1x1 a 
(B2) F’or all x, 
M(x) =o$ -a!(x -4Q2 +6(x, e), 
where clrO issome real number, ar > 0, and 6(x: 8) = O( Ix - 813) as 
x -- t9 + 0. 
or some cQ > 0 there exist positive constants 
that for all c for which 0 < c < cO, 
10’ - e)2 G (x - 8) (x + c,j c-a G , 
such 
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(B4) For every c > 0 there exists c, > 0 such that, for all e satisfying 
0 < c < c, and allx satisfying Ix - 81< c, 
6(x - c, 0) - 6(x + c, @)I c-l G e Ix - 01 . 
(BS) (a) sup, { I Z(x)P+?J ) < = for some 77 > 0, 
(b) limx,, a-po 1 ((Z(x -a) - 2(x + a#) = 02. 
Thzse assumption’s are those of [S] with the exception that our (B2) 
and (B5) are a little more stringent. Sacks has shown that when 
tz* = An-l with 2AKI > 1 and {c,} is a sequence of positive consta.nts 
satisfying (3.1) and 
% cn:l =l+e n--l, n 
where E, + 0 as M + = (e.g. c, = log n, n > l), then n112 c, (Xn - 0) is 
asymptotically normally distributed with mean 0 and variance 
o2 A2(8~ - 1) -l. For the choice c, = n- 
the lines of [ 51 shows that PI(~‘~)-YX 
7, 0 < 7 < $, an analysis along 
- 0) is asymptotically normally 
distributed with mean 0 and variance a”z A2 (80~4 +27 - 1)-r. To obtain 
a result of iterated logarithm type, it appears necessary to choose c, to 
decrease as an appropriate power of y1 unless considerably more stringent 
conditions are imposed on M than those used above. We shall obtain the 
following result on the rate of convergence of ky, to 8. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that assumptions (B 1) through (B5) are satisfied. 
Let a,, = An-l, where A is such that 24 A > 1 and c, = n-7, where 
‘6 <yC$Then 
Xn = 8 + A a(8aA + 27 - 1)-112 c2(n) (2nm1+“r log log n)lj2 , 
where c2(n) has its set of a.s. limit points confined to [ -- 1, 1 ] with 
lim sup r2(n) = 1 as., lim inf &JIE) = - Z a.s. 
n-*- i-z-+- 
eoaems 2.1 a 
We conduct both proofs in the one exercise. Take, with 
cy = 0 in the 
have to look at is the approximatio 
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For the R-M scheme we have 
c = al, r=o, 6, = w*, 01, 
and for the K-W scheme, 
c = ha, 2<+, 6, = S(Xn - c,, 0) - 6(!iT, +cn, O), 
z,, =2(X, - CJ - zc’x, + en). 
II 
VVrite 
Then if 
iwe have 
P 1 II* j=m+l(l - ACj-l), 0 G Et% < n, = nm 1, m=n. 
%I = 1, -/,=ir(l-ACp), n>O, 
j=l . 
B mn=ynyrl, OGmGn. (4.2) 
Using [x] to denote the’integer part of x, we have for n 2 [AC ] + 1, 
‘yn 
[AC]! fi (j-Ac)=fy = %w x- jk[Rc] 91 
[AC]? I’(rz + 1 -AC) 
WI n! r(l+TEj-ziz) 
r,4 [AC]! 
w ryE+ [AC] -AC) 
eAc n_Ac asn+* (4.3) 
from an application of S r?ling’s forxnula. Of course 7 tAcl need not be 
_ a 
positive. 
What we want tu prot”e is 
lim sup ( n(1~2)4m~( 2 lclg log n)0112 XJ = A O( 2A c + 27 - 
n+- i\ 
lim inf {na/2)-~( 2 log log n)-lj2 XpI ) = -A a( 2Ae + 27 
?I-*~ 
and iterating in (4.1) gives 
12 n 
1) I -1 2 
_ 1)-l/2 
as., 
as., 
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Thus, in view of(4.2), (4.3) and (4.4), it suffices to show that 
lim 
i 
n 
n+m 
nt1~2)-~ I ynl (log log n)-l12 22 m-l+7 kyJ-l6, = 0 as. 
m =l * I 
(4.5) 
and 
lim sup n(3/2)-sv lr, I (log log n) 
n+= 1 
-112 F pff--M jTml-’ zm = mdl = 1 
= a(2& + 27 - 1)-112 a.s. 
(4.4) 
lim inf 
rt-*m i 
n 
n(1/2~-~ lTnl (log log n)-l12 C rneJL+Y I ym 1-l. Zm 
m=l I 
= -o(U+e: += 27 - l)-lj2 a.s. 
That 
lim {n(1~2~-~ (log log n)-l12 PO, Xl ) = 0 as. 
n-- 
follows from (4.2) and (4.3) since n112-7 flon = 0(n1~2-7-Ac)p and in 
the W-M case 
y=O, c=CQ, 2Aar, :> 1 
(from (A2), (A3) and 2AK > 1 ), while in the K-W case 
c=4a, 8aA > 1 
(from (B2), (B3), (B4) and UK1 > 1). 
First we shall prove (4.5) for the R-M case. In view of (A3) it suf- 
fices to show that 
?l 
lim a2 lr,l (log log ,2) -U2 Z m-l \yJM1 Xi = 0 a.~., 
n-- 
na 1 
= 
which holds, via the Kronecker lenma (e.g. [4,~. 138]), if 
C (n log log n)-l12 XE < * as. g 
and hence if 
(n l:jg log n)-lj2 
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This result is satisfied since (cf. [ 5, (3.1 S)]) 
E{X~}=Q(K1) asn+w. 
Now we shall prove (4.5) for the K-W case. It suffices to show, via 
the Kronecker lemma, that 
x(12 log log n)-l12 16,1< * a.s. ,
and hence, in view of (B2), that 
(i) C(n 10g10gn)-1/2 IXn13 < ~2 il.%, 
(ii) Z(n log log n)-li2 n-Y Xz < 00 a.s., 
(iii) Z(n log log tZ)-w1/2 n-2r IXni < 00 a.s., 
(iv) Z(n log log n)-lj2 t-2-Q =. 
(iv) is obvious ince 7 > 3. (ii) holds since E( ) = 0(n-1+2~)([5, (4.18)3, 
which continues to hold for Cn = n --Y with minor modifications to its 
proof including the use of (4.3) with Sacks’ p instead of AC), so that 
&z-“(n log log n)-lj2 E{Xz} < 00 .
(iii) holds since 
C(n log log .)-Ii2 ns2r E{ IX,I} < 00 
by virtue of 
ne2r (n log log n) -U2 E{ lXnI} = s(n -%'-1/2(E{X~})W)= O(n-‘9) . 
To prove (i) we first show that ndXn = o( 1) as. as n + = for any 
J<i- 7. This is obtained with the aid of [6, Lemma 11, which states 
that if {&J is a real sequence satisfying 
t 
= 
n+l (l-un)tn+bn 9 
where a, > 0, a, + 0, Za, = - and Zbn converges5 then en -* 0 as n + 00. 
We multiply both sides of (4.1) by (n + l)“, and then [6, Lemma 11 
gives 
lim nd Xn = 0 as. 
?iI+- 
if Cn-l+~‘+G’ 6, and l++d Zn both converge a.s. The former holds, 
however, since 2% ( 16,l) < 00 by virtue of (B3), which gives, 
for n sufficiently large, 
})W) Es n-(312)+d+q . 
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The latter holds, via the martin ale convergence theorem, since the Z, 
are martingale differences and 
*) } = cn_1+27+2d 2 .--2+2r+2d < 00 
for some C> 0, using (BS). Then, since nd Xn = o( 1) a.e., we have 
I&i3 (n log log .)-l12 = cL(n1(1/2)-3d) a.s. 
for any d <: f - ‘y, so that (i) holds for 7 < $ 
It now 
and note 
remains to prove (4.6). To accomplish this, we first write 
%a =m+VyJ-l Zm, m> 1, 
that the U’s are martingale differences. We have 
Also, E{Zi} + a2 as n + 00 ([ 5, (3.14’1 in the R-M case, and similar 
considerations based on (BS) in the K-W case) so that using the Toeplitz 
lemma (e 
1” 
. [4, p,, 2381) and [ 5, Lemma 51, 
n J 
s2 = C m-2+27 r;r,2 E{Zi ) - a2 Y,;~(~Ac + 27 - 1)--l n2+ 
n asn-+=. m=l 
Thus, what we need to show is 
1 
n 
lim SUP (2s: log log Sz)-1’2 C Um = 1 
n-+m m=l I 
1 
?a 
lim hf (2s: log Zag Sz)-1’2 C um z -1 
n+w m=l I 
a.s. ,
a.s. ,
and this follows from [3, Theorem 1 ] provided 
(I) Z& si4 E{ Ui I( I &I < 6s,)} < - for some 6 > 0, 
(~I)~~,s;lE{lUnII(IUnI~ ES,)}<- foralle> 0. 
(III) s;! Z& U2 + 1 a.s. as n + - 
ere 1(i) detotes the indicator function of A. 
To check (I), we need to show that 
00 
X2 I < Ss, d-Y I 
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for some 6 > 0, and this holds if 
for some 8’ > 0 since 
i n d-7 Iynf - 0(&k + 2y - 1)-1l2 n112 asn-,=. WV 
That (I) holds then follows since 
E(Zt I( IZni < 6’ n112)l < E{ lZni2~ (6’nr.‘2)2-7)) = 0(n1-q’2) 
from (A4) and (BS). 
For (II) we need to show that 
5 d2 E{iZnII(lZnl 3 es, d-7 1~~1)) C = 
n=1 
for every e > 0, that is, from (4.7), 
5 d2 E{ IZ,II( EnI> e nr12)} < 00 
n=l 
for every e > 0. This holds however, since, using Schwartz’ inequality 
and then Markov’s inequality, together with (A4) and (BS), 
EI f% .I n I I( I2 n I 3 e n1/2)) G (E(Zi P[ lZ,l 2 e n1/2]})112 = 0(n”(1/2)-~‘4) . 
In order to chtxk (III), we start by proving 
-2 5 {Ui - E{Ui I Fm_l))+ 0 ‘n y,r =l as. asn+ 00, (4.8) 
where Yk is the a-field generated by the 2” j 6 k. That is, 
nl-2*7 72 fJ m-2+27 7;2 {z2m 
n m=l 
- E(Zk I tFm_l)) + 0 
ut 
Z& = 1(12,1*5 r?d2) 9 . 
a. s. 
(4.9) 
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e have 
since 
{ I2 
n 
12+q n1-~12} = o(n1-~~2) 
D 
Thus, using the_Kolmogorov strong law of large numbers for martingales 
(e.g. 14, pg 3W), 
Furthermore, 
W 
I 
m 
n 
7: mE mw2+27 
=: 
yi2 [(Zk)2 - E{(Q2 I 9, +] + 0 - . a.s. 
#Zm Lo.]=0 
by the Borel-Cantelli lemma since 
5 P[Zh # Z,] = 5 F [%,I > m1'2] rf sup E{IZ(JQI~+~} k m-(2+Qy2 < ~0, 
m=l m=l Y m=l 
and hence 
nl-27 ?y2 fJ m-2+27 fyi,2 [z2_ 
n m=l 
- EI(z~12 I ‘m__l:}l + 0 
The final steo *_ 
n’-2”f 72 
n 
to proving (4.9) is tihus to show that 
n 
c m-2+27 
i?I=l 
yi2 E(Z$ I( UrnI> m1i2) I 7m_1)-+ 0 
as. 
as. 9 
and this holds, using the Kronecker lemma, if 
00 
c 
n=l 
(2: i’(lZnl > 12~1~) I 5$-n) < - a.s. , 
which in turn holds if 
W 
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{Z2 I(12 
n n I > d2)) < td2 
so that ‘a e have established (4.9) and hence (4.8). In order to obtain 
(III) it now suffices to prove that 
This, however, follows from an :tpplication of the Toeplitz lemma and 
[ 5: Lemma 5] since 
E{Zi f Yn_l, + a2 a.s. as n + 00 
( [ 5, (3.14)] in the R-M case, and a similar analysis based on (BS) in the 
K-W case). The proof is now complete. 
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